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Project Shares



Issue Shares



Empirical Humanities Metadata WG
●  Co-chair: Brandon Costelloe-Kuehn, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY, USA
●  Co-chair: Dominic Difranzo, University of Southampton, Southampton, UK
●  Co-chair: Jarita C. Holbrook, University of the Western Cape, Cape Town, South Africa
●  Co-chair: Lindsay Poirier, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY, USA
●  Co-chair: Mike Fortun, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY, USA



Standards for selecting standards?



● Phase one: Metadata in PECE
● Phase two: Environmental scan, literature review, and 

interviews
● Phase three: Best practices for data types and metadata 

fields

Open issues: credentializing??

Work Plan



PECE Output Adoption





Defining Policies 

● Policies control the 
execution of data 
management policies

● Policies aim to maintain 
certain data collection 
properties (authenticity, 
chain of custody, etc.)

● Policies can be organized 
into an administrative 
workflow

● Policies should be 
automatically triggered



11 Policy Areas

● �Contextual metadata extraction 
● �Data access control
● �Data backup
● �Data format control
● �Data retention

�

● Disposition
● �Integrity (including replication)
● �Notification
● �Restricted searching
● �Storage cost reports
● �Use agreements



PECE Data Management Plan



Ethnographies of Data Sharing 



Ethnographies of Science as 
Ethnographies of Data Infrastructures, Practices and Cultures



Data Cultures10

● What does a particular research community seek to understand, and 
what kinds of data and analysis advance such understanding? 

● How does a particular research community leverage theory and 
comparative perspective? 

● What does a particular research community seek in collaboration?

● What does a particular research community seek to accomplish 
through their data representations, and what understandings of 
language, knowledge and communication underpin their efforts? 

Experimental Ethnography Research Group, RPI et. al 



What does a particular research community seek to understand, 
and what kinds of data and analysis advances such understanding?  

blue or blues? 



How does a particular 
research community 
leverage theory and 
comparative perspective? 

Ethnographers don’t use 
theory or comparative 
examples to search for 
the same thing in different 
settings – for validation.  
Instead, they use theory 
and comparative 
perspective to pull figure 
from ground, using theory 
and comparative 
examples as hints at at 
what they may be seeing 
in a new landscape. 



What does a particular 
research community 
seek in collaboration? 
humanities/hermeneutic 
researchers: layered 
characterization



What does a particular research community seek to accomplish through their 
data representations, and what understandings of language, knowledge and 
communication underpin their efforts? 



Long-term Agenda



How? 

DATA SHARING 
IN THE (EMPIRICAL) HUMANITIES

Meta supporting discourse (about open science)

Macro supporting law, policy (copyright) 
(funding)              
Meso supporting organizational structures    

(collaboration governance, attribution)  

Micro practices , methods, study designs     
                   (expression of tacit knowledge) 

Techno            metadata, platforms, repositories, data 
nets

           (borrowing and best practices) 

Data algorithms, structures, architectures, URIS
(ontologies, humanities computing) 

Nano culture, language ideology, education
(data literacy)



Special Data Sharing Challenges in the 
Humanities



DH Support



Infrastructural Futures
Developments in open scholarship in other fields, including Data One for the environmental sciences

IRB guidelines and metadata standards to support data sharing;

Information security and data privacy, while fostering Open Data production and exchange;

Digital platforms and tools to support collaborative ethnographic work with critical epistemological 
assumptions;

Institutional repositories for both on-going and archived projects (in analog and digital formats);

A “data net” to connect globally distributed data repositories, creating a consortium of research institutions 
to enable Open Data discovery and Open Access of anthropological research;

Cultural, infrastructural, and organizational changes in anthropology to support open scholarship.



Critical Data Literacy?


